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DO WNSO U 'I'H. 
By U.,P. A. 

IV.-THOUGH EVERY PROSPECT PLEASES 

(Continued from p. 211.) 

It has already been said that, although we never saw him, yet we 
believe that there must be at least one soldier in Colombo. 

The absence of khaki certainly makes for a brighter Ceylon. 
When the Royal Navy painted its ships a drab grey, it did not clothe its 

persqnnel in the same depressing hue; but when we abandoned red and 
blue and white, we abandoned them for ever-or so it seems. 

Than khaki-and especially the home variety-what shade IS more 
hideous? 

Too little heed is paid to the influence of colour. Colour is a potent 
iactor for evil or for good. It is easy and pleasant to conjure up the romantic 
#possibilities inherent in Guards' scarlet, rifle green, horizon blue, field grey 
:and even in Nazi brown; but what sort of visions can be woven into a tint 
\Suggestive of nothing more inspiring than painter's putty, sprue and 
peasoup? 

"That is the worst of putting your trust in a department; sooner or later 
it will let you down. A department is a soul-less "unimaginative machine; 
and wben it names its products backwards you may, with confidence, 
prophesy disaster. In its hands you are not merely lost, you are damned 

Some day the process will be carried a step farther, and we shall wake 
up and find ourselves clothed in ikahk. 

At first sight there would seem to be little harm in talking of " degchis, 
aluminium, nests of, one"; but that kind of nomenclature is death to 
art; and colour is art. 

It is intolerable-nay; it is outrageous-to" think that, before long, our 
board papers may bear the entry, "Fracture, septic, comminuted, com
pound, tibia of, left"; or that our gallery catalogue may contain a " Lisa, 
Mona." 

" Degchis, aluminium, nests of. one" belong to the marine store dealer's 
hardware cum haberdashery department, whereas uniforms should be a 
matter for the guilds of arts and craft£;!. 

If the designers of Army clothing would but resign in favour of a 
suitable committee or board, we should be delighted to wear khaki" until 
present stocks are exhausted," in anticipation of favours to come: of favours 
as far as poseible removed from putty, sprue, peasoup and hybrid Homburgs. 
Now is the time, when clothing-and especially the hat-is in the 
melting pot. 
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There should be no difficulty in forming such a committee or boa;t~ti_>:f~ ,r

one which has never heard of nests of aluminium degchis backwards; one;"-" ,-
for example, composed thus:-

President: The Matron-in-Chief. 

Members Mrs. Mellanby. 
{

Dame Laura Knight. 

Miss Gracie Fields. 
The junior subaltern's wife. 

'l'here can be no doubt that the deliberations of these ladies would 
result in a dinky little chapeau-instead of a pensile piece of puttoo-and 
a colour both practical and chic; a colour as invisible to the enemy as it 
would, be attractive to the ladies; a colour in which we could take an 
abiding interest and a personal pride. 

Does such a colour exist? 
Yes, it does. It is called beige; and the adoption of beige by the male 

portion of the Army would have the additional advau'tage of freeing the 
Army's wives from a tyranny which has endured far too long. 

Personally, I shall take some time to, adjust myself to a beige-less 
Georgina; but, after all, I managed to survive the shock of a sudden 
shingle: and it is comforting to reflect that Georgina divorced from beige 
can hardly be so immediately devastating as Georgina minus her locks. 

It is said that the drawback to beige lies in' the fact that 101 shades of 
this colour are met with between" Desert Sand" and" Pulverized Brick" ; 
but, in practice, this is merely an academic defect, since neither I nor any 
man I have met can distinguish one shade of beige from another. 

On the back of an old route book I find the following jottings :-
"In the afternoon the road to Mount Lavinia is crowded with homing 

schoolchildren: a terror to the motorist." 
"Colombo has a number of palatial public and commercial buildings, 

erected in the boom years following the War, when tea and rubber were 
marketable commodities." 

"Four mail ships in harbour. Hotel swarming with millionaires from 
Sydney, Singapore and Shanghai. Heavy run on the cocktail department." 

" Electric storm extending out to sea. As darkness fell, a magnificent 
spectacle. " 

"The secretary and staff of the Ceylon A.A. are most courteous and 
helpful." 

"Head waiter rebuked for studied inattention. He seemed hurt. 
Perhaps waiters who wear out-size combs should be regarded as beyond 
reproach. This rude fellow had three combs as big as Qutty Sark's main 
t' gallant sails." 

These roving, random entries reflected the family state of mind at that 
time. We were in the doldrums, without a plan, and unable to come to 
a decision. ' 
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358 Down South 

Originally, we had meant to carry out a circular tour of the island,and 
to finish our leave in the central highlands. However, the run south from 
Manaar and the stay in Colombo had ta.ught us that, on the' approitch of 
Easter, the coast of Ceylon is an unpleasant habitat. . 

"The so-called hot weather, the inter-monsoon period of March, April 
and May, owes its disagreeableness not so much to the tempera.ture, whicb, 
on the average, is very little above that of the rest of ·the year, as to the 
lack of wind at that time. At the coast, the sea breeze mitig9.tes the 
discomfort during the day, but at night the breeze dies away, and the 
weather is often very trying." 

Judged by the Indian standard, it was never hot. In the lounge of the 
Galle Face Hotel, and under a racing fan, it wasdeligbtfully cool and 
pleasant; but away from the strong draught of the fan it was beastly: 
warm, bumid, oppressive. You dripped in your bath, 'dripped in a vain 
attempt to dry, dripped in donning fresh c,lothing, dripped in changing into 
a second lot of fresh clothing, and dripped in no clothing at all. 

It is at times such as these that The Hearty Hoodoo usually turns up. 
He approaches wiping a large, flabby forehead with a large, coloured 
handkerchief. Everything about him is large, from his manner to his 
beads of moisture. A large slice of neck is revealed by the drooping of a 
limpid collar, and over the small of his' back a large, wet patch disfigures 
his white suiting. With a large smile and a large voice, he . trumpets: 
"Just the thing for your sweat glands; my boy. The annual Turkish 
Tonic, I call it." He expects the answer: "Quite so; and what's yours?" 

Pah! May he perish of a sudorific plague! 
Reluctantly we realized that an extended tour under conditions 

approaching a ~easonable degree of comfort was out of the question at that 
time of the year. We therefore decided to make for the central hill tracts 
at once. 

Leaving Colombo on March 17, we passed through Kelaniya-one of 
Ceylon's most ancient capitals-and from thence to Mahara, where British 
troops were quartered in the old days. 

The town of Gampaba (Heneratgodaj lies eighteen miles from Colombo. 
Here tbere is a botanical garden of mucb historical interest. In 1876 
Sir Henry '\Vickbam brought seeds from the Amazon to Kew, where 
germination was carried out. In due course 7,000 young plants were sent 
by Sir Joseph Hooker to Ceylon. They were planted at Heneratgoda, 
which thus became the ,cradle of the, para-rubber industry in the East. 
Some of the origmal trees, now of gigantic proportions, are'still to be seen 
here. 

The usual well-made but narrow road switchbacks through a fertile, 
picturesque country until, at tbe 59th milestone, it traverses the village 
of Ganetenne. This place is670feet above sea-level, and from it the road 
climbs to the head of the Kadugannawa Pass-an ascent of 976 feet In 

three mileE'. . 
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Ganetenne means, "The place of the priests." The story goes that, 
in the closing years of the sixteenth century, Raja Sinha I of Sitawaka 
here assembled a large number of holy men and addressed them thus: 
" I have murdered my father, and now desire to expiate my crime. How 
may this be done?" The religious answered: "Your crime is beyond 
expiation." This so enraged the Raja that he caused the good men to be 
buried up to their necks. He then had their heads ploughed off. 

A gruesome yarn; but the ending has a veracious sound: so true to life. 
A man who, has' murdered his father should be treated with circumspec
tion. 

The climb to Kadugannawa (elevation, 1,646 feet) is inspiriting, and 
the views are grand-provided you are not in the drivlllg'seat. The head' 
of the pass is the scene of a battle fought between the unpleasant Raja 
mentioned above and the Portuguese soldier Don Juan. Here, too, there 
is ,a; prominent, if not beautiful column, erected in 1832, in memory of 
Captain Dawson, the maker of the road. 

Just short of the summit the road pierces a huge rock. Tradition 
says the Kandyans believed that, when this rock was penetrated, the 
Sinhalese Kingdom would come to an end'; and so, indeed it befell. This 
reminds one of the Sikh guru's prophecy regarding the coming of the 
topi-walas. ' 

Our people do not pay sufficient heed to occult signs and portents: 
and this despite the fact that these signs and portents are not difficult 
to recognize or to interpret. For instance, my name is enshrineq in a 
certain book which is enclosed in covers of a pale and sickly pink. 
During some tours of duty as O.M.O., and with the expenditure of a 
little thought, I discovered that, if the owners of about two hundred 
names ~hich are printed above mine die, or are killed, court-martialled 
or otherwise disposed of in time, I shall be promoted-always pr0vided, 
'of course, that I --. 

However, that is of no consequence. 
The point is-well, you see what I mean? A little Kandyan or Sikh 

, foresight, and life-even one's future life-is made so much easier. It is 
hard to understand why more advantage is not taken of this simple aid to 
happiness; but then--'-the West is so superior: it never will condescend to 
learn from the East. ,It merely says, "Bunk 1" and leaves it at that . 

. :What a mistake! 
Four miles short of Kandy, and sixty-eight miles from Colombo, we 

pulled up at Peradeniya Resthouse.'I'his house is situated at the entrance 
to the golf links, on the edge of a racecourse and in front of a famous 
botanical garden. It is, therefore, a resthouse of importance; and.it is 
fitting that its management should be in the bands of a person of substance 
and ability. 

Many years ago my library included a child's bible. It, was full of 
vivid illustrations; and even at that tender age my later interest ,in 
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360 Down South 

surgery Was evidenced by the fact that one of tQeseillustrations exercised 
a peculiar fascination over me. This was a picture entitled ,,, Ki ng 
Solomon." His Majesty was somewhat like the Father Neptune often 
depicted in the pages of Punch : tall, broad~shorildered, venerable and 
hairy, with flowing locks and an immense snow-white beard. He was clad 
in a long, white nightshirt, over which' was thrown a' dark cloak. ' His 
right arm, bared, was raised above his head: the hand clutched a short 
heavy sword. The latter looked exceedingly sharp. His left arm was 
outstretched horizontally: the hand grasped the ankle of a baby which 
dangled in mid-air, head downwards. The baby was a plump one. 
Obviously, His Majesty was on the point of cutting the poor little mite in 
halves. The distracted mother, on the floor, had pinned the King with 
a very good ankle, tackle. In the background a second woman was in 
hysterics. Certainly it was a striking picture. 

Well, as soon as the headman of Peradeniya Resthouse appeared, I 
knew that the King Solomon of my' child's bible had come to life. He even 
carried a short sword, like the kirpan of the Sikhs, and wore a crown in 
the shape of three huge and most elaborate combs. Of course we 
christened him Old Sol. 

, Tiffin was somewhat protracted because, between' each course, Old Sol 
strolled into the dining-room :- ' 

(1) To explain his descent from the old royal house of Kandy. 
(2) To explain why he had been appointed keeper of the Peradeniya 

Resthouse, instead of custodian of the Temple of the Tooth. ' 
,(3) To induce us to buy his tea-his own growing, he said. 

(4): To inveigle me into purchasing his cigars-his own manufacture, he 
declared. 

(5) To interest us' in various sidelines, snch as carved wood, ,chutney, 
ivories, jams and so forth. ' 

The tea was excellent, but the cigar was-well~too much for me, by 
several inches. In spite of that, Old ,Sol might have overcome our resistance 
had he been a little less ostentatious and cocksure. Instead of talking to 
us, he talked at a large mirror,before which he paraded his imposing 
presence like a gigantic bird of paradise. He adjusted the folds of his 
flowing garments, corrected the carriage of his kirpan, rearranged his 
coiffure and smoothed down his wonderful beard. At first all this was 
amusing, but, as time passed, it became irritating. Finally, I declined to' 
buy even a diminutive pot of honey, and Georgina swore that nothing on 
earth would induce her to look into the same mirror, even if 'she, were 
condemned never to wear a hat again. 

" We strolled across the links and marvelled at the courage of those who 
risked their necks on the dangerous looking racecourse.W e agreed that 
the jockeys are probably the indigenous chauffeurs. Then we went into 
the botanical garden, and this we found delightful. . This garden was 
founded· in 182t! by Alexander Moon. It is 143 acres in extent and is 
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traversed by the,river Mahaweliganga. Even if you are not much interested 
in gardens, visit this one, should you be anywhere near Kandy. 

We were admiring a fine clump of trees, and I was telling Georgina 
that, although snal{es are quite common inCeylon, they are unknown in 
the Peradeniya Botanical Garden. .. Who told you? '! she inquired. "The 
guidebook," I answered. Georgina stood still and mused: "Very curious," 
she said, "then what is that?" She pointed to a moving object only a 
few feet away. It was a long, brown snake. It wriggled rapidly over the 
ground and disappeared in a hole at the foot of a great tree. 

Cobra or krait? I don't know. lance saw an Irish officer of ours 
" beating it up" in a bunker. He was a golfer of the earnest, forceful type 
and red-headed. "Have mercy on the poor little ball," I called out; 
" after all, it's your fault.:' "It's not a ball, sorr, its a great [whack] b-y 
shnake." Of course I asked the customary inane question: "Is it 
poisonous? " " Can't tell, sorr [ whack]. Th' way you'd be ascertain' that 
[whack-whack] is ahfter the divil's a corrpse" [almighty and final whack]. 
Sound advice, when.you come to think of it. 

Peradeniya was warm and sticky, and the night's rest was anything but 
refreshing. Next morning Old Sol presented us with a very stiff bill. 
With the aid of the printed tariff I was able to defeat him with, ease, and 
he accepted the legal tender smilingly and without a murmur: 

A run southwards of 12! miles brought us to Gampola-a place which, 
in India, would be known as a "second-class hiIlstation," i.e." a place 
which is slightly elevated above the surrounding plain, ,hot as Hades, 
innocent of fans and ice and fnll of grouses. It is said that ,It cooling breeze 
sometimes visits a second-class hill station; but as this is alleged to occur 
between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m., it can hardly be counted as a practical amenity. 

Gampola is of some historical interest. Under its old name, Gangasiri
pura, it is mentioned as far back as 500 B.C. 

, Here the road forks: on the left, the direct hill road, via Ramboda, to 
N uwara Eliya; and on the right, the valley road which follows the course 
of the railway, Nawalapitiya_Hatton-Nuwara Eliya. We chose the latter, 
and enjoyed a wonderful drive through acres and acres of tea,. over 3i road 
incredibly narrow and tortuous. The countless rows ,of myriad tea bushes 
are so meticulously neat, tidy and formal, and the road and its windings 
are on such a diminutive scale, that you are made to feel as if you were in 
toyland. You decide that you ought to be dressed as a Japanese doll and 
be mounted on a skooter. 

Seventeen miles from Gampola the road joins the main Colombo-N uwara 
Eliya motor highway at Ginigathena. 'The pass here, at the head of 
the Kelaniya valley" rises to 2,185 feet. Near by are Dikoya and 
Watawale, well known for the excellence of their teas. Much has been, 
and could be, said in praise of good tea; but little or nothing has ,been' said 
in disparagement'of tea· factories. These factories form prominent marks-
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362 Dowrp South 

or, rather, blots-on the landscape. They are huge and hideous, and though 
their walls are grey and their roofs red,they look utterly out of keeping 
with their surroundings. Occasionally an attempt is made to hide their 
ugliness by means of creepers, shrubs and flowers; in one instance we saw 
a fine display of canna lilies; but, as a rule, the gaunt, rectangular buildings 
are perched in all their naked utilitarianism on the most prominent natural 
features of the areas they serve. Were they fashioned after the Swiss 
chalet or Scots baronial style, their presence might be excused; but the 
style of the Lancashire mill and the Lanarkshire foundry matcheth not 
the hills and dales of Ceylon. 

However, as the mill and the foundry have proved equally-or even 
more-destructive of the beauties of the Ribble and the' Clyde, it ill befits 
us to be over-critical. 

Ratton Garden is 31 miles from Nuwara Eliya. The Tamil name for 
this place is Topi-Totum (topi = hat, and totum= garden. It is requested 
that this striking piece of information be received in silence). 

Hatton is the jumping-off place for Adam's Peak, via Maskeliya. By 
this route the distances are : by car, 42 miles; on foot, 4~ miles, followed 
by the final ascent over a very steep, rough track, to an altitude of 7,360 feet. 
The climb is best done by moonlight, and is usually undertaken between 
January and March. Georgina and I decided not to essay the task, as 
there are no military officers' hospitals in the island. 

On the summit there is a temple) with a high priest in charge. There 
is also a foot-print which-the Buddhists say-was impressed by the Lord 
Gautama when he alighted on the peak, on one of his three visits to Ceylon. 

The Mussulmans ascribe the foot-print to Adam. 
It is a bad thing to become involved in religious controversy, and happily, 

in this case, there is an easy way of escape. We may ignore the battle of 
the foot·print by referring to Adam's Peak as Samanalakanda, or ~utterfly 
Hill-so-called from the myriads of butt·erflies which pass annually south
wards across the island, and which are believed to be bound for the peak .. 

" The view from the top of the mountain is wonderful on a clear day. 
The visitor should try to get up in time for the sunrise, and see the shadow 
of the peak thrown. to westward, lying like a huge, dark cone across the 
country-an extraordinary apparition." 

Nuwara Eliya was reached in time for tea: distance from Kandy, by 
this route, about 107 miles. 

"Neuralia "-to give it its abbreviated name-lies in a valley at the foot 
of Ceylon's highest mountain, Mount Pedro, 8,290 feet. It is to the island 
what Gulmarg is to the Punjab, 6r Ootacamund to Madras-the refuge and 
rendezvous, in the season, of youth, beauty and fashion: the Mecca of 
golfers; the Arcady of amateur actors: the Helicon of jazz; In N euralia 
the season extends from January to May, and everybody who aspires to be 
anybody tries to be there in April, at any rate, when the big race meetings 
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and championship tournaments are held. But, as the Ritz in London is 
much the same as the Ritz in Paris or New York, it is unnecessary to say 
much about N euralia to those who have "been there before." In the bar 
the crowd stands on your corns-or its absence makes you feel chilled and 
lonely. You say: 11 What. an insufferable mob !" (or" This place is played 
out now," as the case may be). Then you always add: "I'm for the U.K. 
on my next spot of leave: true bill." . 

Talking of leave to the U .K., have you noticed how the chairmen of 
British companies are .grumbling, because many Army officers and Govern
ment officials of sorts. book their passages by foreign lines, even when these 
passages are State paid? . 

The other day the Retrenchment Committee of the Mugwump Presidency 
published its report. The report was introduced by a foreword by the 
chairman, Sir Jack Union-Jack, C.S.I., C.I.E., late Salt and Atta Com
missioner with ,the Mugwump Presidency. The foreword (according to the 
newspapers) ran something like this :-

YOUUEXCELLENCy:-The recommendations of Your Excellency's Re
trenchment Committee will, in themselves, effect little 01· nothing. We find, 
however, that they are likely to be pmductive of great good, provided there 
is a return to the gold standard, a complete cancellation of all international 
debts,total and univel'sal disarmament, a widespread epidemic of confluent 

. goodwill amongst all peoples, and a wholesale reduction of tm'ijjs to zero or 
less. Meanwhile we humbly dmw Your Excellency's attention to the para
mountirriportance of our FIRST recommenda tion, viz., LET B HI'l'ISH BUSINESS 

BE CARRIED' IN BRITISH BOTTOMS." 

You agree that this inspiriting introduction augured well for the rest of 
the report? 

Unfortunately, at the foot of the report, some tactless compositor had 
inserted the ,following paragraph :~ 

., DEPARTURE OF A POPULAR COMMISSIONER." 

" Immediately after publication of the Retrenchment Committee's 
report, Sir Jack Union-Jack, C.S.I., etc., left our shores on leave, 
pending retirement. Sir Union-Jack was waved farewell by Babu 
Mukandbhoy and staff, Salt and Atta Dept. Sir Union-Jack graciously 
inspected the Saltpan troop of Boy Scouts, and permitted himself to 
be garlanded by the Atta Gumbah troop of Girl Guides. As Sir Jack, 
C.S.I., clomb gang-planks, police band, Mugwump City, played 
Albanian National Anthem. Ship's band obliged by playing • Old 
Wiliyati rosbeef.' At head of gang-planks, El Capitano Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti received Sir Jack Union-Jack with profound Albanian salaams. 
The Visconti Vermicelli (Albanian State-subsidised Steamship C oy.Ld.) 
blew off steam at 1400 hours, and so melted forever our respectable 
commissioner sahib-R.I.P. On arrival in Europe, Sir Ullion~Jack 
proposes to cross from Hamburg to Harrogate by a Lufthansa 
GesellschaftStuntjabriken air liner." . 
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With certain modifications in phraseology, this was copied hy all the 
newspapers in the country; but it was too late: Sir J ackhad got safely 
away with it. 

To return to N euralia: if you expect to play golf there be prepared to 
pay for it. A visitor is, charged six rupees (nine shillings) per day. I 
ventured to remark that it seemed rather a lot, especially as, after rain. 
the course became unplayable; and when it is not a swamp, the rabbits 
are warned off to make way for the pot hunters. My remark was answered 
thus: "Have you ever played, as a visitor, on a London course?" Well, 
that silenced me: I had not thought of London 

So we had an orgy of race-going. 
That-but no : let us draw the veil. 

We stayed at the Hill Club and were most comfortably housed and welJ 
fed. This admirable and- hospitable institution permits officers on ,the 
active'list to enjoy all the benefits of membership on very generous terms, 
and to its kindly secretary and charming members (nearly all civilians) our 
warQ1est thanks are due. 

But the Hill Club did more than look after our physical well.being : it 
also provided us with mental relaxation and refreshment. 

In our short and infrequent spells of leave (by the way-how comes it 
that everyone always contrives to get much more leave than either you or -
me?) Georgina and I have been more interested in Nature and the arts, 
and in similar impersonal things, than in our fellow-usually foreign
creatures: we have depended on each other for companionship. 

However, on this occasion we found ourselves in a different and stranger 
world, where everyone was friendly, where conversation turned 'on tea and 
tariffs, coffee and company promoting, rubber and real estate: where 
sergeants were classed with sea-serpents and" orderly duty" was as mys
terious as the inside of a German sausage; and where the natural vehicle 
of whisky was water. Of course, many of the men had served in The 
War, and not a few still smoked virginian cigarettes; but now their sol. 
diering was but a memory as nebulous as that of a first love: a thing 
which had happened as in a fairy tale, once upon a time. 

D ndoubtedly it is good for us to discover that there are numbers of 
sensible and substantial citizens of the Empire who are much more inter
ested in shares than in soldiers, and to find that they regard you as a sort 
of. objet d' art-a thing which is nice to have about the house, but which 
need not be taken too seriously. 

Several delightful trips maybe made from Nuwara Eliya. You may 
take the steep descent through the SitaEliya gorge (where Ravanna held 
captive the Princess Sita, who Ultimately escaped by way of an under
ground passage) until" at the sixth milestone, you, arrive -at Hakgala 
Botanical Gardens, This garden was opened by Sir elements Markham, 
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in 1860,as a chinchGlla plantation; but it is now full of the most beautiful 
flowers, rock plants, shrubs and trees. The lay-out has been done with 
great care and artistry. The garden is on a steep hillside, at a height of 
5,600 feet, and the views are grand: an enchanting spot. 

Or you may pack your tiffin basket and make east, and then south, to 
Haputale-36 miles away-via Welimada and Bandarawela. This is a 
thrilling drive through some of the best of Ceylon's mountain scenery. A 
few.miles to the west, between Bandarawela and Haputale, there is a hot 
weather camp for the personnel of the East Indies Squadron. The former 
is a favourite' resort, with golf links and a good hotel. The latter is 
situated on thb very edge of the uplands, at a height of 4,690 feet, and 
affords an uninterrupted and wonderful view of the southern lowlands. 

Or you may journey by Kirklees and Moon Plain, and by other routes 
which have but one feature in common: unlimited' tea. You might think 
that unlimited tea connotes monotony. Not so: Ceylon is a live place: 
there are curious cocktails, elephants, newspapers and other purveyors of 
pep and banishers of boredom galore: enough for an island twenty times 
as big as Ceylon. A Sinhalese newspaper, for instance-now, what more 
could you demand for a penny, ona rainy day? You find the paper is 
divided into two sections, and that in each section there are three sub
sections, thus: 

I SEc.-EDITORIALS. 

1. Decline of Rubber (Depression). 
2. Increase in Income Tax (Fury). 
3. Relief of Judgment· Debtors 

(Extreme pessimism). 

II SEC.-CRIME REPORTS.' 

1. Stabbings-provided two, or m~re, 
succumb. 

2. Skids and crashes involving-at 
least-the loss of three lives 
and total wreck of one motor 
vehicle. 

3; Other crimes sufficiently ghastly 
to merit report. 

On December 14, 1932, the Colombo correspondent of the Calcutta 
" Statesman" reported that Sir D. B. J ayatilaka, presiding at a village 
committee meeting at Ingiriya, and speaking in Sinhalese, made frequent 
references to the large number of murder cases reported in Ceylon. "With 
the exception of America and Italy, the most criminal country in the world 
to-day is Ceylon ; . but my belief is that Ceylon will ere long in this respect 
beat America and Italy and take first place in the criminal world." 

So perhaps Bishop Rebel' was justified after all. 
When on trek, Georgiria and I always find that the attractions of 

civilization and its crowds do not endure for long. We decided to take to 
the road once more. Cafe and Noir were delighted; they much preferred 
the humid heat of Colombo to the cold and wet of the hills. 

On April 1, we left Nuwara Eliya for Kandy, via the Ramboda Pass. 
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Neuralia is 370 feet below the top of the pass, the height of which is 
6,574 feet. From this elevation there is a descent of 4,900 feet, to Kandy, 
over a distance of 43! miles, of which the first 23 miles are very steep and 
tortuous. 

Kandy, with its famous Temple of the Tooth, is said to be the most 
beautiful town in Ceylon ; and with that description we, at any rate, agree. 
The lake deserves all the praises lavished on it-and so, too, does that 
excellent institution, the Hotel Suisse. Given the right time of the year, 
this would be a good place in which to spend a short holiday. 

On arrival in Colombo we again stayed at the Galle Face. 
. While the car was laid up for minor repairs, we took to 'rickshaws as 
a means of locomotion, and found them both comfortable and cheap. 

Ou the afternoon of April 4, we boarded the B.l cross-channel steamer 
Chakdina. The car had already been shipped. The whole embarkation 
procedure was carried out by the Ceylon A.A. in a most efficient manner, 
and it was not even necessary for us to look on. 

At 4 p.m. we sailed for TutlCorin~ 

(To be continued.) 

• 
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